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DISCLAIMERS AND RIGHTS

INTRODUCTION

NOTHING IN THIS REPORT IS OR SHALL BE RELIED UPON AS A PROMISE OR REPRESENTATION OF FUTURE EVENTS OR RESULTS. AFRY HAS 
PREPARED THIS REPORT BASED ON INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO IT AT THE TIME OF ITS PREPARATION AND HAS NO DUTY TO UPDATE THIS 
REPORT.

AFRY makes no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided in this report or 
any other representation or warranty whatsoever concerning this report. This report is partly based on information that is no t within AFRY’s 
control. Statements in this report involving estimates are subject to change and actual amounts may differ materially from th ose described in this 
report depending on a variety of factors. AFRY hereby expressly disclaims any and all liability based, in whole or in part, on any inaccurate or 
incomplete information given to AFRY or arising out of the negligence, errors or omissions of AFRY or any of its officers, di rectors, employees or 
agents. Recipients' use of this report and any of the estimates contained herein shall be at Recipients' sole risk. 

AFRY expressly disclaims any and all liability arising out of or relating to the use of this report except to the extent that a court of competent 
jurisdiction shall have determined by final judgment (not subject to further appeal) that any such liability is the result of the wilful misconduct or 
gross negligence of AFRY. AFRY also hereby disclaims any and all liability for special, economic, incidental, punitive, indir ect, or consequential 
damages. Under no circumstances shall AFRY have any liability relating to the use of this report.

All information contained in this report is confidential and intended for the exclusive use of the Recipient. The Recipient m ay transmit the 
information contained in this report to its directors, officers, employees or professional advisors provided that such indivi duals are informed by the 
Recipient of the confidential nature of this report. All other use is strictly prohibited.

All rights (including copyrights) are reserved to AFRY. No part of this report may be reproduced in any form or by any means without prior 
permission in writing from AFRY. Any such permitted use or reproduction is expressly conditioned on the continued applicabili ty of each of the 
terms and limitations contained in this disclaimer.
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Current status of the 
Nordic power market
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This winter, the Nordic power market has been hit by two sets of drivers 
affecting the Nordic power price outlook in different time horizons

CURRENT STATUS OF THE NORDIC POWER MARKET
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Source: AFRY Management Consulting.

In the first three months of 2020 we have seen weather 
related factors (hydrology, temperature, wind) that in 
combination are towards the extreme end of what we 
define as a “normal range” in the Nordics.

Consequently, we saw very low power prices in the 
Nordic countries even before the new coronavirus was 
perceived as a threat. Average Nordic system price in 
February was €12.8/MWh compared to €44.8/MWh in 
2019 and €41.9/MWh in 2018.

Low prices likely to last until reservoir levels 
normalise (~3-9 months). Weather effects do not 
affect the long-term outlook.

Temporary weather effects and grid 
limitations

Low commodity prices and signs of economic slowdown 
due to the new coronavirus containment measures 
present an uncertainty and downwards pressure on 
power prices across Europe.

The magnitude and duration of this price effect depend 
on how long the current shutdown lasts and how 
quickly economic activity picks up afterwards.

Too early to quantify impact, but downwards price 
pressure likely in the short to medium term.

Black swans and other global driversA B

These drivers are elaborated in the following pages
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TEMPORARY WEATHER EFFECTS AND GRID LIMITATIONS

Weather induced drivers and grid limitations have lowered Nordic power 
price in 2020 but the effects are within ‘Nordic range’ and not long lasting
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Source: Nord Pool.

WEEKLY AVERAGE NORDIC SYSTEM PRICE 2015-2020 (YTD)

A

2015 – Very wet summer resulting in record 
reservoir inflow, average weekly prices below 
€20/MWh for 18 consecutive weeks

2018 – Very dry summer, reservoir 
levels are low but temporarily normalise 
in the autumn

2020 – Wet and mild 
winter resulting in very 
high reservoir levels

2019 – Low reservoir levels at 
the start of winter season, 
normalising through the spring



BLACK SWANS AND OTHER GLOBAL DRIVERS
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B

Commodity prices have shown a moderate recovery since the end of March, 
but remain volatile

Source: Thomson Reuters, AFRY analysis.
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Impact of containment measures not yet apparent on Nordic electricity 
demand and would depend on duration of containment measures

BLACK SWANS AND OTHER GLOBAL DRIVERS

− Mild winter temperatures led to a relatively low electricity 
demand so far in 2020

− No significant decrease in demand since the recent 
implementation of containment measures 

− Remote working is shifting demand from the commercial 
sector to the residential sector

− No large or generalised halt to power-intensive 
industries

− Weather remains a prime driver of the weekly evolution

− But the Nordic power demand is not immune to a decrease 
in the short to medium term

− Demand from the service industry could see a reduction, 
especially if containment measures tighten

− Global economic slowdown could curtail industrial output 
and demand from industries, such as car manufacturing

− High share of automation in the Nordic industrial sector 
however dampens the risk to some of the power-
intensive industries
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Source: Nord Pool, AFRY Management Consulting. 

WEEKLY NORDIC CONSUMPTION 2015-2020 (YTD)
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The energy transition
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Ambitious environmental goals require deep decarbonisation of our 
economies

THE NORDIC AND BALTIC ENERGY TRANSITION

− The Nordic system is well suited for decarbonisation, but not immune to challenges

− The first challenges for decarbonisation are appearing and will accumulate as electrification and decarbonisation of the energy 
system progresses:

− Bulk transfer of electricity North-South

− Decommissioning of nuclear/thermal assets

− Concerns around access to flexibility in southern and eastern areas

− Scarcity of network capacity to meet development needs

− Operation of system under very high share of renewables (inertia, fast frequency response, etc.)

− Some actions to meet these challenges are being implemented:

− New Nordic Balancing model

− Bidding zone reconfigurations (under consideration)

− (limited) grid reinforcement

− Long lead time for grid (and hydrogen-related) investments means that strategic actions for 2030 need to be decided now

− The regulatory framework needs to facilitate generation and transmission investments if and where needed, with the best 
technology available
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All Nordic countries pursue ambitious carbon goals

DECARBONISING THE NORDIC ENERGY SUPPLY

− Ambition: Zero net carbon 
emissions by 2045

− 63% non-ETS emission 
reduction by 2030

− 100% renewable electricity 
production by 2040 (but no 
decided ban on nuclear)

− 2020 target of 50% met in 
2012

− No 2030 target for RES

− Ambition: 50-55% 
emission reduction in 
2030 compared to 1990

− 2020 goal of 30% reduction 
not met

− 100% emission-free new 
passenger cars from 2025

− Target of 67.5% RES in 2020 
met in 2016

− No 2030 RES target 
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− Ambition: Carbon-neutral 
by 2035

− At least 55% self-sufficiency 
in energy by 2030

− 2030 RES target of 50%

− 2020 target of 38% met in 
2014

− 41% gross final energy by 
RES reached in 2018

− Coal phased out in 2029

− RES support mechanism

− Feed-in system replaced 
by technology-neutral 
auctions in 2018

− Target: 40% reduction in 
GHG emissions by 2030 
relative to 1990 increased 
to 70% in 2019

− 2050 goal of 100% RES in 
the energy and transport 
sectors

− 2030 RES target of 55% 

− 2020 target of 30% met 

− Coal phased out by 2030

− RES support mechanism

− Offshore wind support is 
based on CfD tenders

− Feed-in system for other 
RES replaced by 
technology neutral 
auctions in 2018

− RES support mechanism

− Elcertificate mechanism to 
2021 but no value

− No support to mature 
technologies post-2021

− RES support mechanism

− Elcertificate mechanism to 
2030 but no value

− Political will to support 
offshore wind, but no 
mechanism in place

FINLANDSWEDEN NORWAY DENMARK



Carbon-neutrality in the Nordics entails a decrease of 210mtCO2 emissions 
compared to 2018

DECARBONISING THE NORDIC ENERGY SUPPLY
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Note: For Norway, ‘Other’ includes oil & gas extraction.
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Increasing challenges appear due to capacity shortages and potential for 
more demand

DECARBONISING THE NORDIC AND BALTIC ENERGY SUPPLY – WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES ?
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What are the plausible future decarbonised worlds by 2050?

DECARBONISING THE NORDIC ENERGY SUPPLY

− Future 1: Direct electrification, the most realistic in the 
medium term

− High power demand increase, especially from transport and 
industry sectors (marine, processes, refineries, 
petrochemical, concrete, steel, pulp and paper, oil & gas)

− Extensive transmission grid developments required

− Demand-side response important flexibility provider as 
schedulable capacity decreases

− Demand increase mainly met by onshore wind power

− Future 2: Direct and indirect electrification combined

− Indirect electrification via Power-to-X

− Provides more alternatives for electrification of long distance 
transport and heavy industry segment

− High demand increase met by both onshore and offshore wind 
power

− Requires careful analysis on how best to develop an efficient 
power system integrating smart solutions

− Future 3: Biofuels, a complement to other pathways 

− Upscaling to cover more sectors is challenging

− Only minor challenges for the power sector
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Continued wave of wind investments in the Nordics set to more than double 
generation by 2022, with almost all projects under construction or with an 
FID

THE WAVE OF WIND POWER INVESTMENTS
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ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE WIND GENERATION (TWH)

Total: 36 TWh Total: 43 TWh Total: 67 TWh Total: 93 TWh
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The location of these investments creates an energy surplus that cannot 
entirely be conveyed to consumption centres, given the lack of grid capacity

THE WAVE OF WIND POWER INVESTMENTS WILL CHALLENGE THE TRANSMISSION NETWORK
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BULK GRID UTILISATION NORTH-SOUTH

Energy surplus
By price area



Will the transmission network be able to handle the 
new generation and demand balances?

TRANSMISSION NETWORK CHALLENGES

− Load and generation patterns in major transition, leading 
to new balance considerations

− Nuclear phase-outs and transition to intermittent energy 
sources such as wind and solar means:

− More installed generating capacity

− Less planning horizon

− Larger more rapid flow changes

− Congestion an increasing problem

− Governance of protection systems to cope with very 
large variation in locational short circuit power

− Short lead time management

− Regulatory response to the need for shorter permitting 
processes

− Strong growth in offshore wind leads to additional 
challenges

− Do we see an emerging need for offshore grid?

− What are the appropriate onshore landing points?

− Is there a need for coordinated development?
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Traditional flexibility supply decreases and demand increases in the 
renewable electricity system

FLEXIBILITY NEEDS
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The Nordic system is getting lighter as nuclear is phased out, wind displaces
heavy units and residual demand is covered with light hydro

SHORT TERM FLEXIBILITY ISSUES

In a heavy Nordic power system (300 GWs & blue line) the 
frequency impulse is slow and there is sufficient time to 
react.

In the lighter system (100 GWs & red line) the frequency
impulse is fast and time to react is scarce. 

Time spent in light system territory will increase and the 
TSOs respond with new operational measures and new 
markets/products.
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Moving to a lighter Nordic system (Hz)
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Will there be a transfer of value from spot market to shorter time frames
and intraday markets to ensure system stability and reliability?

SHORT TERM FLEXIBILITY MARKET DEVELOPMENT

− 2018 primary control still delivered 100 % by hydro power with 
corresponding price correlation with spot price / water values. The 
existing structure relying on FCR-N & FCR-D will be expanded with 
FFR. 

− Transparency and non-discriminatory structure of new markets are 
keywords as the Nordic TSOs prepare new markets for short term 
flexibility and system services.

− What will primary response and its value look like towards 2030?

− What will additional system services and their values look like 
towards 2030?

− Primary control value currently on the rise. 

− Will drivers for need be dominant and drive prices higher or will 
new flexibility providers flood the new markets with cheaper 
products resulting in price decline?
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What needs to happen medium-term in the Nordics and Baltics to achieve 
long term environmental goals?

A NEW MULTI-CLIENT STUDY

APPROACH

− A new multi-client study looking at the power system at 
horizon 2030 regarding challenges and opportunities in the 
Nordic and Baltic regions

?

− Quantify the needs

− Deep modelling of power system demand including 
electrification using AFRY’s full decarbonisation 
modelling suite

− Power wholesale market modelling using AFRY’s state-
of-the-art BID3 model

− Enriched by power network and short term flexibility 
analysis revealing the pressure points from early 
decarbonisation activities

− Possible future follow-on study: Solutions

− Establish a roadmap towards a decarbonised Nordic and 
Baltic energy supply

− What are the options to underpin investments if and 
where required?

− Timing of key enabling decisions

− Need for coordination

AFRY’S PROPOSAL
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Find out more

…AND NEXT STEPS

− Contact us to find out more information

henrik.tegner@afry.com

stephen.woodhouse@afry.com

− More webinars will follow with most relevant topics, and 
any update on the evolving situation 

Next week’s webinar -

Renewable energy in Southeast Asia: 
unlocking opportunities in a world on lockdown

Thursday 16th April

10 AM BST / 11 AM CEST

Sign up
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